A genetic algorithm approach is used to fit orbital interaction energies of sp3s* tight-binding models for the nine binary compound semiconductors consistent of Ga, Al, In and As, P, Sb at room temperature. The new parameters are optimized to reproduce the bandstructure relevant to carrier transport in the lowest conduction band and the highest three valence bands. The accuracy of the other bands is sacrificed for the better reproduction of the effective masses in the bands of interest. Relevant band edges are reproduced to within a few meV and the effective masses deviate from the experimental values typically by less than 10%.
Introduction
Nano-scaled electronic devices are characterized by material and charge density variations on the length scale of a few atoms. Tight-binding models [l] can resolve spatial material variations on an atomic scale and they bear the full crystalline and electronic symmetry of semiconductor materials in them. This ability has led to an increased use of these tightbinding models for the simulation of nano-scaled electronic devices (see references in [2] ). While the tight binding approach is systematically appealing, it bears a big problem in that the basic building constructs for the tight-binding Hamiltonian are not conduction band edges and effective masses, but orbital interaction energies (15 "free" parameters in the sp3s* model). These interaction energies are related to the global bandstructure and effective masses in a non-trivial manner [3] .
It is important to realize that the tight-binding models do not include all the physics of electronic structure. The accuracy of these models strongly depends on the choice of orbitals that are included and the parameterization of the orbital interaction energies. It is for example understood, but not widely appreciated, that the sp3s* nearest neighbor model pathologically predicts an infinite transverse mass at the X point [3] . With the limitations of the sp3s* model in mind it must be emphasized that early parameterizations [l] provided more global band structure fits for bands which can be probed by optical measurements. The complication in the fitting process of the 15 orbital interaction energies to measurable quantities has led to the use of the seminal Vogl [l] parameters in areas they were not intended for. For example, quantitative electron transport simulations in high performance resonant tunneling diodes [4] require the proper representation of relative bandenergies as well as band curvature of the conduction and valence bands, even for a purely electronic device (no hole transport).
Method and Results
To enable an automated fitting of the orbital interaction energies to measureable quantities such as masses and band edges a genetic algorithm based procedure has been developed [2] . At the core of this algorithm is a single valued fitness function comprised of weighted standard deviations that are to be minimized for a list of bandstructure properties. The details of this algorithm are documented in reference [2] . The strength of the algorithm is its ability to search for global minima in a very nonlinear search space. In the course of this work it was verified that derivative-based search algorithms will get stuck in local minima.
The target material properties were taken from references [l, 5,6] . Reported experimental material properties were preferred over theoretical values. The split-off band parameters A were restricted to be within a window of f30% of the parameters listed by Vogl [l] . Note that the Vogl parameterization does not include these paramters and therefore does not model the split-off bands properly. The other orbital interaction energies were allowed to float free in energy. The interaction energies are normalized such that the valence band edge at r corresponds to 0 eV. The fitting for the nine binary compounds was performed in nine independent procedures. That implies that the on-site energies of one constituent vary from compound to compound. The new sp3s* parameters are listed in Table 1 to five decimal digits accuracy in units of eV. The resulting bandstructure properties are compared to the target properties in Tables 2  and 3 . If no target value is listed, no "trusted" experimental or theoretical values could be found in references [I, 5, 61. Just a few remarks regarding to and beyond the results posted in Tables 2 and 3 are given due to space limitations. The light hole mass is more easily fit in small gap materials, where the magnitude of the conduction band to split-off hole band coupling is greater than that of the light hole to conduction bands [3] . Conduction band minima and longitudinal masses near the X-point on the A line are fitted to for a several materials. Note that the sp3s* model breaks down as noted and visualized in references [2, 31 and no attempts have been made to fit the transverse electron mass at that minimum point. Only nominal weights are associated with the longitudinal L-point mass. No weight is given to the transverse L-point mass. During the fitting process it was observed that the upper conduction bands will be pushed unphysically close to the first conduction band if only effective masses and bandedges of the lowest conduction and three highest valence bands are considered. Including the r7c, L7c and X7c with higher than nominal weights keeps the upper conduction bands well above the lowest conduction band. The agreement with the L6c value must be driven towards cautiously as a minima on the A line starts to develop instead of the minimum at the L point. Table 2 
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